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DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND REUSE OF 
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Classification of LO -- Objective Analysis
Î Information Objects
 Representation of information e.g., illustrations, networks, 
diagrams, visual interfaces for information mining, cases, etc
Î Conceptual Models
 Representation of  conceptual resources of a subject matter 
expert
Î Contextual Representations
 Representation of  an environment which allows learners to 
collect authentic data which can be used for experiments , 
investigations, problem solving, etc
Î Simulation Objects
 Represent real tool and system
Î Practice Objects
 Representation that allow practice
Î Presentation Object




















What is an effective strategy 
for creation of dynamic 


















Î Strategy that expects teachers/instructors to develop 
learning objects is problematic
Î Teachers must focus on planning of activities, 
building of learning environments and facilitation of 
learning
Î We need a library of learning objects
Î Collaborative human activity between teachers, 
subject matter experts and software people is needed 



















Î Conducting analysis of information
Î Observing real system or object and creating a 
representation of it
Î Identifying source of useful data and creating context 
for data collection
Î Examining own cognitive resources (knowledge) and 
attempting to externalize them
Î Unlike other professionals, e.g. journalists, as 
designers we must keep in mind how will LO be 

















Example of an Inquiry











































































Î Wind and angle
Î Air Pressure and Surface Tension 





















































Î Images and 
drawings









Check Boxes, Text 






Interfacing (This is 
distant possibility)


















Î Flash is probably the best option
Î Authorware is another option
Î Tools are becoming easy for development of learning 
objects and other forms of computer-based 
representations:
 Captivate and CamptAsia
 Xcelsius





















































Simplistic View of Reusability
Oral Physiology










Learning outcome: Apply 
remains identification skills 
Activity: Game
Assessment: Score on the 
game
Anatomy




































Broader Context for Reuse
Î Different Students
Î Different Teachers
Î Different Learning Objectives, Topics, Courses
Î Different Kinds of Activities
Î Different Activities
Î Different Difficulty Level of an Activity
Î Different Situations
Î Different Mode of Delivery





































Î Library of learning objects should:
 Allow search to locate a learning object;
 Allow preview of a learning object;
 Provide heuristics for pedagogical use of a learning 
object;
 Provide reviews from other teachers about this leaning 
object; 
 Recommend related learning objects;
 Keep search histories and inform a teacher about 
similar searchers and objects selected by other 
teachers, and
 Keep record and analyze a teacher’s searching pattern 


















Î What are the key components of an effective learning 
environment?
Î Can these components be separated?
Î What kind of component is a Learning Object?
Î What is the effective use of technology for each 
component and for the learning environment as a 
whole? 































































 Content (Psychological tools) --
 E.g., PDF Documents, Video and Audio 
Clips, PowerPoint slides, Audio clips and 
all kind of Learning Objects,..
 Tools (Technical Tools)





 Instructions, FAQ, On-line Help, What-to-
Do Strategies, Extra Resources, Self 
Check (Drill & Practice)
 Just-in-time/ On-demand
 Discussion Board, Email, Chat,
ÎEvaluation

























































































The Future is Mobile
Î Ericsson and Nokia tell us that there are 
1.500.000.000 mobile phones in the world 
today. The world’s population is 6 billion.
Î The number of mobile subscribers in China 
alone is 200.000.000. This number is 
increasing at a rate of 2.000.000 per month.
Î More that 525.000.000 web-enabled phones 
were shipped in 2003.
Î There will be more than 1.000.000.000 
wireless internet subscribers in 2005. 
Source: Desmond Keegan, D. Mobile Learning-The Next Generation of 
Learning. Presentations at the 18th Annual Conference of the Asian 


















Î Simple Web Page




• Multiplication of Fractions
























Î I am preparing a very interesting strategy 
ActiveLessons (Generation III MicroLessons)
 Some Examples:
 Time Management
 Sort Your Clothes
 Three Little Pigs
 Suspicious Substances
 Tarzan and His Animals 
 Fermented Food
 La Mer Town
 Family Three


















Î A Better Learning object as an interactive visual 
representation of data, information, ideas and 
cognitive resources
Î Information Objects, Conceptual Models, Contextual 
Representations, Simulations Object, Practice 
Objects and Presentation Object
Î Activity is essential for learning to take place and for 


















Î The only limits in the future will be 
designers’ imagination 
~ Ultimate Machines, Discovery Channel
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